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Abstract  Chinese public air transport market has been undergoing restructuring and 
marketization since the reform and opening up, which plays a special and significant 
role in the social and economic aspects of the state. After the enforcement of the 
Anti-Monopoly Law of China in 2008, the issue of effective regulation on the 
anticompetitive practices of public air transport market has become the focus of the 
relevant discussions, in which monopoly agreements and concentration of undertakings 
play a key part. Only thorough understandings of and insights from the competition 
motives of relevant industry, markets and enterprises based on comprehensive legal 
controls, can the relevant anti-monopoly legislation and law enforcement be effectively 
optimized and improved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1987, the structural reform of separating airlines from airports was implemented in 
China, six critical national airlines were established.1 Later, local state-owned airlines 
also came out, such as Shanghai Airlines, Sichuan Airlines, and Shenzhen Airlines. In 
March, 2002, the State Council decided to reorganize China’s civil aviation industry again 
by establishing six group companies, namely, Aviation Industry Corporation of China, 
China Eastern Airlines, China Southern Airlines, TravelSky, China Aviation Supplies and 
China National Aviation Fuel. On June 21, 2002, the Civil Aviation Administration of 
China (CAAC) issued the Provisions on Foreign Investment in Civil Aviation, which 
allows foreign investors to involve in air transport enterprises in China, including public 
air transport enterprises, general aviation enterprises and civil airports, except for air 
traffic control systems.2  

The CAAC issued the Provisions on the Business Licensing for Public Air Transport 
Enterprises and the Provisions on the Domestic Investment in Civil Aviation (for Trial 
Implementation) in the beginning of 2005, which, while emphasizing the dominant status 
of the state-owned economic, allow collectively owned enterprises and private enterprises 
to invest in a variety of aviation projects. Those projects include public air transport, 
general aviation, civil airports and computer ticket-booking system services, etc., marking 
the entry of private investments into the Chinese civil aviation market. Since then, private 
airlines such as Spring Airlines, East Star Airlines, Okay Airways, and Juneyao Airlines 
came out one after another, contributing to the industrial investment structure of 
state-owned dominance with diversified investment entities. 

In China’s public air transport market, Air China, Southern Airlines, Eastern Airlines, 
and Hainan Airlines share a total of over 90% domestic air routes, showing typical 
oligopoly characteristics. According to the theories of industrial economics and the 
anti-monopoly practices, oligopoly markets generally produce considerably intense 
competition, where oligopoly enterprises with large market shares have equivalent control 
over the market, and no single oligopoly enterprise is able to possess dominant market 
power on its own. Therefore, there are less practices of abuse of dominant market 
position in relevant markets, and it is more likely for oligopoly enterprises to acquire 

                                                        
1 The six airlines were Air China, Eastern Airlines, Southern Airlines, Southwest Airlines, Northwest 

Airlines, and Northern Airlines. 
2 However, the Chinese partner shall hold the majority of shares in civil aviation enterprises. 
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market control via monopoly agreements or concentration of undertakings, so as to 
reduce competition pressures and get monopoly profits. As a result, the anti-monopoly 
issues regarding China’s public air transport industry generally focus on monopoly 
agreements and concentration of undertakings in the relevant markets. 

I. MONOPOLY AGREEMENTS ON THE PUBLIC AIR TRANSPORT MARKET IN CHINA 

According to Article 13 of the Anti-Monopoly Law of China, monopoly agreements 
refer to agreements, decisions or other concerted conducts designed to eliminate or 
restrict competition. Monopoly agreements on the public air transport market of China are 
mostly about flight rates, i.e. price monopoly agreements. Price monopoly agreements 
directly restrict and distort the market competition mechanism and seriously impair 
consumers’ benefits, usually considered as the most serious anticompetitive practices, 
therefore have become the primary target of anti-monopoly controls of different 
jurisdictions. Based on whether air transport crosses borders, the public air transport 
market in China may be classified into the international market and the domestic market, 
and corresponding relevant monopoly agreements are typed as international and domestic 
monopoly agreements. 

A. International Monopoly Agreements 

1. Monopoly Agreements in the International Air Transport Market. — Globally 
speaking, the international air transport market has the following characteristics: 

Firstly, international air transport products are highly homogeneous. The international 
air transport products provided by different airlines are not much different in air routes, 
service quality, service characteristics, etc. Therefore, the competition between airlines 
usually lies in prices. 

Secondly, the air transport industry is a high-risk, capital-intensive, and highly 
technical industry. It is subject to a large ratio of fixed costs and high sunk costs, 
requiring large investments at the earlier stage. Despite that, the costs can be recovered 
only after a long period of time, which makes the relevant business operators difficult to 
enter the relevant market. Particularly, in recent years, on the background of the 
significant increase in aviation fuel prices and the financial crisis, airlines in major global 
aviation markets frequently operate mergers and acquisitions for the purpose of “going 
through the difficulties together.” This further reduces the number of aviation companies, 
resulting in a typical “oligopoly” pattern. For example, after the mergers and acquisitions 
in recent years, an oligopoly market with three major players — the new United Airlines, 
the new Delta Air Lines, and American Airlines — takes shape in the US, while an 
oligopoly of Air France-KLM, the new Lufthansa, and the new British Airways is formed 
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in Europe.3 
Thirdly, the international air transport is an industry of network, the operation of 

airlines greatly depends on the scope, quality, and efficiency of their air route networks. 
However, for the considerations of national security, industry development, etc., the 
market access and operating activities of the air transport industry are usually subject to 
various restrictions and controls imposed by domestic policies and laws. It is inevitable 
for an airline of international air transport from one country to comply with other 
countries’ domestic laws and policies, practically impossible for it to cover all 
international air routes around the world. As a result, in order to expand air routes and 
reduce costs, airlines from different countries and regions have been cooperating via 
various strategic alliances,4 such as code sharing, ground facility sharing, united booking 
systems, etc., so that “information exchange” and “cooperation and communication” 
between/among alliance members have become “common practices,” making 
international air transport market a hotbed for monopoly agreements. 

Monopoly agreements of international air transport have always been a focus of 
anti-monopoly controls from developed, market-economy countries, such as those of 
Europe and America. From August, 2007 to September, 2010, the U.S. Department of 
Justice separately accused 18 airlines of participating in international air price monopoly 
agreements, imposed fines totaling US$ 1.6 billion, and brought criminal proceedings 
against 8 senior managers of such airlines.5 On November 9, 2010, the European 
Commission fined 11 airlines for a total of € 799 million for their price monopoly 
agreements of fuel surcharges and security surcharges in the international freight 
transport business. The list of fined airlines includes Air France-KLM, Lufthansa, British 
Airways, Japan Airlines, Singapore Airlines, Air Canada, LAN Chile, Air New Zealand, 
Israel Airlines, Australian Qantas Airlines, Cathay Pacific of Hong Kong, China Airlines 
of Taiwan, etc., with air routes covering almost all continents. Moreover, the majority of  
airlines were in breach for over five years, touching passenger transport, cargo transport 
of agricultural products, medicines, electronic products, textile products, machinery and 
                                                        

3 The last decades witnessed a boom of mergers and acquisitions in the global aviation industry. In 
Europe, Air France and KLM combined in 2003 to make the Air France-KLM; Lufthansa Group of Germany 
acquired Swiss International Air Lines in 2005, and acquired controlling shares in Brussels Airlines and 
Austrian Airlines respectively in Jun. and Sep. 2009; in Apr. 2010, British Airways and Iberia of Spain 
combined to make the International Airlines Group. In North America, Air Canada and Canadian Airlines 
combined in 2000; Delta Air Lines merged with Northwest Airlines to make the new Delta Air Lines in 2007; 
in May 2010, United Airlines merged with Continental Airlines, establishing the United Continental Holdings, 
Inc. 

4 Star Alliance, Oneworld, and SkyTeam are the three most important international aviation alliances, 
which account for a share of about 80% in the global air passenger transport market, covering all top 20 
airlines in terms of sales around the world.  

5 See U.S. Department of Justice, China Airlines Ltd. Agrees to Plead Guilty to Price Fixing on Air 
Cargo Shipments, Immediate Release, Monday, Sep. 27, 2010, available at https://www.justice.gov/ 
opa/pr/china-airlines-ltd-agrees-plead-guilty-price-fixing-air-cargo-shipments (last visited Sep. 30, 2016). 
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equipment, perishable goods, etc., which resulted in huge direct and indirect losses to 
consumers of different countries and regions.6 As noted in the accusation of the U.S. 
Department of Justice Antitrust Division against British Airways, British Airways charged 
a fuel surcharge of about US$ 10 for each round trip ticket in 2004, until 2006 when the 
air passenger transport conspiracy activities were discovered, the fuel surcharge for each 
ticket increased by 10 times to about US$ 110. With respect to freight transport, during 
the conspiracy period, the fuel surcharge charged by British Airways for goods imported 
to or exported from the US increased by almost 20 times, from 4 cents per kilogram to 72 
cents.7 

At present China is the biggest trader in goods and the second largest economy in the 
world, playing an indisputably significant role of the world economy and international 
trade. International economic activities will not be possible without international air 
transport nowadays. Over one third of the international trades in goods are achieved via 
international air transport,8 and international passenger exchange and movement that are 
crucial for international investments and service trades are also subject to it.9 With its 
economic growth and the rapid development of the air transport market in recent years, 
China has become one of the most important civil aviation markets in the world. 

However, the international air transport market in China is not dominated by domestic 
air transport enterprises but by foreign airlines. In fact, in the international air passenger 
transport market of China, the market share held by Chinese airlines is 12% less than that 
held by foreign airlines. While in the international air freight transport market of China, 
Chinese airlines currently hold less than 20% market share, compared with foreign air 
freight carriers holding over 80% market share. In this respect, Chinese airlines have been 
marginalized undoubtedly.10 

It should be noted that, most airlines confirmed by European and American 
competitive authorities as being involved in international air transport monopoly 
agreements have air routes to China, and they hold a share and even a significant share in 
China’s international air transport market. With the constant development of China’s 
economy, the percentage of income earned by such airlines from China’s international air 

                                                        
6 See Antitrust: Commission Fines 11 Air Cargo Carriers € 799 Million in Price Fixing Cartel, 

IP/10/1487, Brussels, Nov. 9, 2010, available at http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-10-1487_en.htm (last 
visited Sep. 30, 2016). 

7 See British Airways Plc and Korean Air Lines Co. Ltd. Agree to Plead Guilty and Pay Criminal Fines 
Totaling ＄600 Million for Fixing Prices on Passenger and Cargo Flights, Immediate Release , Aug. 1, 2007, 
available at https://www.justice.gov/archive/atr/public/press_releases/2007/224928.htm (last visited Sep. 30, 
2016). 

8 SU Ning, 谁来拯救脆弱的航空业 (Who Can Save the Fragile Aviation Industry), 5 中国民用航空 
(China Civil Aviation), 1 (2010). 

9 Taking tourism as an example, China has become the country of the world’s largest outbound tourism 
consumption and the fourth largest inbound tourism reception, where most tourists travel by airlines. 

10 LI Jiaxiang, 大道相通 (Route to Fly), China Machine Press (Beijing), at 176 (2008). 
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transport market is continuously increasing. It can be imagined that monopoly agreements 
for international air transport have impact and even immense impact on China’s relevant 
markets, and should be urgently cracked down. 

2. Relevant Legal Controls in China. — With respect to price monopoly agreements, 
Paragraph 1 of Article 14 of the Pricing Law adopted in 1997 in China provides that, 
operators shall not “collude with others to manipulate the market price, thus harming the 
lawful rights and interests of other operators or consumers.” However, there is an obstacle 
for the Pricing Law to be applicable to price monopoly agreements in the international air 
transport industry. Article 2 of the Pricing Law provides that “This Law shall be 
applicable to pricing within the territory of the People’s Republic of China.” Basically, 
China’s international air transport may be classified into two categories: from China to 
other countries or regions, or from other countries or regions to China. If parties to a 
monopoly agreement are foreign companies, they charge domestic consumers in China 
when leaving China, this may be considered as the pricing within the territory of China, 
the Pricing Law is applicable. If they charge overseas consumers when leaving other 
countries or regions, it cannot be considered as pricing within the territory of China even 
though the final impact occurs in China, thus the Pricing Law is not applicable in this 
context. 

Chapter 3 of the Anti-Monopoly Law, effective on August 1, 2008, provides 
comprehensive substantial provisions on monopoly agreements. Article 2 of the 
Anti-Monopoly Law specifically provides that “This Law is applicable to monopolistic 
conducts in economic activities within the territory of the People’s Republic of China; 
and it is applicable to monopolistic conducts outside the territory of the People’s Republic 
of China, which serve to eliminate or restrict competition on the domestic market of 
China.” That is, parties to a monopoly agreement are subject to the Anti-Monopoly Law 
as long as the effect of eliminating or restricting competition on the relevant market of 
China is caused, regardless of whether they are Chinese airlines or whether their pricing 
occurred within the territory of China. 

On January 4, 2011, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) of 
China issued the Provisions against Price Monopoly in accordance with the 
Anti-Monopoly Law. In Paragraph 1 of Article 3, the Provisions specified that “reaching a 
price monopoly agreement between/among operators” (that is, a price monopoly 
agreement) constitutes a conduct of price monopoly, separately stipulated the concept of 
price monopoly agreements, the criteria for determining “other concerted conducts,” and 
specific form of price monopoly agreements in Paragraphs 5, 6, 7, and 8. In addition, the 
NDRC also issued the Provisions on the Administrative Procedures for Law Enforcement 
against Price Monopoly at the same time, refining and improving the law enforcement 
against price monopoly in terms of procedures. By combining anti-monopoly experiences 
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from other jurisdictions with the realities in China, these two Provisions issued by the 
NDRC provide more specific and practical provisions on price monopoly agreements 
compared with the Anti-Monopoly Law and form the main legal basis for the 
anti-monopoly controls over price monopoly agreements in the international air transport 
industry of China. 

However, in accordance with the Anti-Monopoly Law and the Provisions against 
Price Monopoly, price monopoly agreements exist mainly in the form of agreements, 
decisions, and other concerted conducts. Under the circumstance that all jurisdictions are 
increasingly focusing on fighting against monopoly agreements, the monopoly 
agreements in the form of “agreements” and “decisions” are dwindling in practice, in fact 
most monopoly agreements exist as “other concerted conducts,” including those in the 
international air transport industry. The criteria for determining “other concerted 
conducts” are inconsistent between the Provisions against Price Monopoly issued by the 
NDRC and the Provisions for the Industry and Commerce Administrations on the 
Prohibition of Monopoly Agreements issued by the State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce (SAIC) of China. According to Article 6 of the Provisions against Price 
Monopoly, “other concerted conducts” are determined primarily based on two factors, 
that is, whether the acts of operators are consistent, and whether the operators have 
communicated their intentions. However, Article 3 of the Provisions for the Industry and 
Commerce Administrations on the Prohibition of Monopoly Agreements further requires, 
besides the preceding two factors, considering whether the operators can reasonably 
explain their consistent conducts. 

Based on the division of functions among anti-monopoly authorities of China, it is the 
NDRC’s scope of duty to crack down price monopoly agreements, and the Provisions 
against Price Monopoly are applicable. Other monopoly agreements, such as allocating 
markets and limiting volumes of production and sale, fall within the duties of industrial 
and commercial authorities, and the Provisions for the Industry and Commerce 
Administrations on the Prohibition of Monopoly Agreements are applicable. Price 
monopoly agreements in the international air transport industry usually are not single 
behavior of fixing or changing prices, frequently accompanied by allocating markets, 
limiting the transport capabilities, etc. These manipulating activities, intertwined together, 
constitute one conspiracy, which shall not be assessed and evaluated by different criteria. 
Moreover, according to the anti-monopoly legislation and law enforcement experiences 
of other jurisdictions, price concerted conducts and non-price concerted conducts are 
rarely determined separately by different applying criteria. 

“Consistent conducts” and “intention communication” are surely indispensable 
considerations for determining concerted conducts both in theory and in practice. If there 
are clear evidence of acts of business operators in these two aspects, anti-monopoly 
authorities may determine whether there are concerted conducts. The factor of “whether 
the operators can reasonably explain their consistent conducts” will be taken into 
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consideration usually when the anti-monopoly authorities cannot obtain definite evidence 
proving the “intention communication” but have to prove the case by presumption. That 
is, in cases that the anti-monopoly authorities cannot prove by direct evidence but can 
infer from relevant indirect evidence that the consistent conducts of business operators 
are formed via intention communication, if the accused enterprise can prove reasonable 
excuses for their consistent conducts which are autonomously implemented without 
intention communication, such consistent conducts shall not be determined as concerted 
conducts. For example, in the “CRAM case” of the European Union (EU), CRAM and 
Rheinzink, both are German companies, which refused to supply products to Schlitz, a 
Belgian Company. Schlitz considered that the two German companies had a conspiracy, 
but had no direct evidence proving the intention communication between them. The 
European Commission inferred from indirect evidence that there were consistent 
conducts. However, the two German companies both claimed that they autonomously 
decided to terminate the transaction with Schlitz because they detected frauds of Schlitz 
in the transaction. As a result, the European Court of Justice finally determined, based on 
this explanation, there was no concerted conduct.11 

Evidently, the criterion of “whether the operators can reasonably explain their 
consistent conducts” is not on the same level of significance and necessity as the 
preceding two criteria, and is not an indispensable factor for determining concerted 
conducts. Therefore, the necessary criteria for determining concerted conducts shall 
consist of two factors, namely, “consistent conducts” and “intention communication.” 

B. Domestic Monopoly Agreements 

In terms of market conditions, price monopoly agreements mostly emerge in the 
oligopoly markets. Oligopoly markets are generally manifested by a small number of 
competitors each holding a large market share, high homogeneous products, and intense 
competition. Because of the high competition intensity, competitors usually have strong 
desires for a conspiracy, and the competitors can easily reach an agreement on product 
prices thanks to the high homogeneity of their products and the small number of 
competitors. Moreover, based on their large market shares, the business operators have 
strong control over the market, so that they can effectively prevent other operators from 
entering the relevant market and maintain the normal and sound operation of the 
monopoly agreements. The structure of China’s domestic public air transport market has 
exactly such characteristics, which makes it easier for parties to sign price monopoly 
agreements. 

Two types of monopoly agreements in China’s domestic public air transport market 
are widely criticized. One type concerns air transport price, i.e. that public air transport 
enterprises coordinate with each other and conspire for fixing or increasing air transport 

                                                        
11 See Cases 29 and 30/83, CRAM and Rheinzink v. Commission, [1984] ECR 1702. 
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prices. The other type concerns boycotting, that public air transport enterprises coordinate 
with their downstream ticket agencies and jointly refuse to sell tickets of specific airlines. 
Although those problems have been widely criticized and challenged by public opinions, 
till now there is no legally definite evidence and clear-cut conclusion concerned, resulting 
in many confusions and misunderstanding. In order to make clear of relevant issues, the 
following issues shall be analyzed and clarified: 

1. Public Air Transport Prices Are Not Fully Market-Oriented in China. － In the 
thirty years of reform and opening up, the public air rates of China went through the 
gradual reform and marketization from government fixed prices to government guidance 
prices. From 1949 to mid-1990’s, the public air rates in China were determined by the 
government fixed price mechanism, which was reformed on September 8, 1997, when the 
CAAC issued a notice providing the range management on prices of domestic civil air 
routes on a trial basis. Since then, the policy of “one price, multiple discounts” was 
adopted, and airlines were granted with more power over discounts of fares. On March 17, 
2004, the NDRC and CAAC jointly issued the Plan on the Reform of Civil Aviation 
Domestic Air Transport Prices (hereinafter “the Plan”), announcing that the domestic air 
transport prices shall be based on government guidance prices, transforming the direct 
management of government price authorities on the assessment of specific fares of air 
routes into the indirect management on the air transport standard prices and floating 
ranges. In accordance with the Plan, the existing fares published for air routes effective 
regarding domestic sales of air transport enterprises are the standard prices for the fares of 
civil aviation domestic air passenger transport (with an average of RMB 0.75 per 
passenger per kilometer). Air transport enterprises are capable of setting floating rates 
within 25% upwards and 45% downwards, and deciding the categories, classes, and 
applicable criteria of specific fares on their own, provided that filing with the CAAC and 
NDRC in advance for record is needed. 

Evidently, the market-oriented portion of public air transport prices of China is 
limited to the floating range based on the standard prices and the special fields without 
floating ticket price requirements,12 which means that the discussion and research on 
price monopoly agreements shall be limited to this scope. Moreover, we also have to 

                                                        
12 According to the Plan on the Reform of Civil Aviation Domestic Air Transport Prices, no ticket price 

floating range is provided for: (1) short-distance air routes within a provincial level administrative region and 
between neighboring provincial level administrative regions, which are in competition with other means of 
transport and for which the fares are regulated by the market; (2) the decrease range for fares of some air 
routes with primarily tourist passengers; (3) the decrease range for fares of air routes exclusively operated by 
an air transport enterprise; (4) the uniform decrease range for fares of specific air routes under special 
circumstances, which may be implemented after the relevant air transport enterprises report to the CAAC and 
NDRC for approval; and (5) preferential fares for wounded and disabled revolutionary soldiers and polices 
disabled on duty, which shall be continued, and the specific measures for preferential fares are provided by 
CAAC; and preferential fares for special consumer groups, such as teachers and students, for which air 
transport enterprises may have their own measures subject to filing with the CAAC in advance for record. 
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consider the transition characteristics presented in the process of limited marketization on 
public air transport prices from strict government regulation to government guidance 
prices. During the ongoing process of the relevant market-oriented reform, there is 
usually no clear-cut boundary and measurement levels for administrative instructions and 
the market mechanism. Relevant legislation shall be enhanced to formulate more specific 
regulations. Meanwhile, relevant government authorities and market players shall also 
improve their anti-monopoly awareness and get rid of anticompetitive practices formed 
under the original mechanism. 

2. The Key to Proving a Monopoly Agreement on Public Air Transport Prices Is to 
Obtain Evidence of Intention Communication among Airlines. —  Since the 
Anti-Monopoly Law of China came into force, public price monopoly agreements on the 
public air transport market nearly disappeared, and price conspiracies, if any, 
between/among airlines are mostly price concerted conducts. According to Article 6 of 
the Provisions against Price Monopoly issued by the NDRC, there are two mandatory 
criteria for determining concerted conducts. One is whether the operators have consistent 
pricing acts, i.e. whether they increase or change prices together. However, this cannot be 
the sole ground for proving that such conducts are illegal, for such price changes 
frequently occur in economic activities in the free market. It cannot be deemed as 
monopoly agreements without taking into the consideration of their motives. Therefore, 
the other criterion is whether the operators communicated their intentions, i.e. whether 
they have explicit or implicit communications or coordination for consistent conducts. 
The second criterion is an important indicator for distinguishing legitimate and illegal 
conducts, the core factor for proving a price monopoly agreement. The key to 
determining whether there is a monopoly agreement on public air transport price is the 
evidence of intention communication among airlines. For example, many airlines adopted 
the same discount calculation equation on April 20, 2009, which was perceived as 
suspectable monopoly agreement by the public. With respect to this event, Air China 
claimed that the new ticket price discount method was based on the conclusion about 
prior market conditions of Air China, the change was neither mandatory in the industry 
nor a conspiracy among the airlines. Air China emphasized that the discount equation was 
first adopted by Air China based on the market changing conditions, and was referred to 
and followed by other airlines without communication. Although the media cited an 
anonymous “source close to the airlines” and held that the airlines have “secret 
communication,”13 since no definite evidence was available, such “opinions” and guesses 
are not legally convincing.  

Anti-monopoly authorities shall take proactive measures to effectively investigate and 
collect evidence about whether the airlines communicated their intentions. Moreover, it is 
                                                        

13 LIU Weixun, 国航披露票价调整内情 称不存在价格联盟 (Air China Disclosed the Information on Price 
Adjustment, and Held that No Price Alliance Exists), available at http://www.eeo.com.cn/2009/ 
0430/136516.shtml (last visited Oct. 5, 2016).  
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also very important to improve and implement relevant legislation for discovering and 
proving such monopoly agreements. As mentioned above, the criteria issued by the SAIC 
and NDRC for determining “concerted conducts” are inconsistent, thus the improvement 
of the rules in this aspect would also help to effectively fight against monopoly 
agreements on the public air transportation market. 

3. The Ticket Selling and Flight Information System of TravelSky Shall Be Protected 
from Becoming a Platform for Conspiracy among Airlines. — Some people insist that 
monopoly agreements on domestic public air rates in China are closely related to 
TravelSky Technology Limited (known as TravelSky), the connection between airlines 
and TravelSky, the fact that TravelSky monopolizes ticket sales and flight information 
systems can, to a large extent, prove the existence of price monopoly agreements. 

TravelSky is a subsidiary of China TravelSky Holding Company, providing electronic 
travel distribution (ETD) services to all domestic airlines except Spring Airlines and over 
300 airlines from other countries and regions, including computer distribution resource 
planning (DRP) services, inventory control system (ICS) services, and airport passenger 
processing (APP) services. Most domestic air tickets are sold via the distribution network 
provided by TravelSky. With respect to the shareholding structure of TravelSky, now 
China Southern Airlines Company Limited, China Eastern Airlines Corporation Limited 
and China National Aviation Corporation (Group) Limited respectively hold 14.19%, 
12.21%, and 9.81% shares, making a total of 36.21%.14 Indeed, the connection in capitals 
and the uniform air ticket sales system are likely to result in monopoly agreements, but 
this cannot be used as a direct evidence of monopoly agreements on public air transport 
prices. 

It is commonly known that, based on the large-scale and network characteristics of 
the public air transport industry, it is very common to engage the same air ticket sales and 
dynamic information service provider. For example, Airline Tariff Publishing Company 
(ATP) was the world’s biggest service provider for collecting and publishing air rates, and 
provided data collection and publishing services to almost 90% airlines around the world. 
On December 21, 1992, ATP and top 8 airlines of the US were accused by the U.S. 
Department of Justice as participating in a price conspiracy in breach of Section 1 of the 
Sherman Act. Several accused companies, such as American Airlines, Inc., were the 
shareholders of ATP. In this case, the Department of Justice held that the airlines had 
coordination and communication on fares via the computer ticket price publishing system 
provided by ATP. The key evidence of “intention communication” was that the airlines 
had access to fares and price changes of others via the computer reservation system (CRS) 
provided by ATP, and by setting, modifying and canceling the first ticket date and the last 
ticket date of fares or price discounts, they can notify and follow fares without actually 

                                                        
14 TravelSky is a listed company in Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Its biggest shareholder is China 

TravelSky Holding Company, holding 29.29% shares. 
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issuing any ticket, or even delivering a penalty warning to “those not in cooperation.” As 
a result, the court finally prohibited the airlines and ATP from publishing any information 
about the first ticket date and the last ticket date of fares or prices changes of the airlines. 
In the ATP case, the court did not prohibit the airlines from publishing general 
information about fares. By contrast, the judgment emphasized that airlines could submit 
information about price changes to the CRS of ATP, as long as such information did not 
cover the first ticket date, the last ticket date, and the planned or contemplated fare level. 
Apparently, the intention communication via the information publishing system was 
prohibited, not the ticket price information publishing system of ATP.15 

With respect to the issue of whether a monopoly agreement on fares exists between 
TravelSky and airlines, the relevant procedure and steps for information submission, 
publishing, and modification shall be carefully examined to determine whether airlines 
can adapt their fares in real time with reference to the fares of other airlines. If TravelSky 
merely provides a highly transparent transaction information platform, and it is not 
possible for the airlines to communicate on this platform, it can be determined that there 
is no monopoly agreement. On the contrast, if airlines can communicate their intentions 
via this platform, such as notifying, modifying, and canceling price increases and 
discounts by setting and modifying ticket dates, a price monopoly agreement can be 
proved. From the perspective of preventing and controlling such conducts, the ticket 
selling and flight information system of TravelSky shall be protected from becoming a 
platform for conspiracy between airlines. 

II. CONCENTRATION OF UNDERTAKINGS ON THE PUBLIC AIR TRANSPORT  
MARKET IN CHINA 

Since air transport support enterprises in China are basically in a natural monopoly 
state, concentration of undertakings on the civil aviation market mainly occurs among 
public air transport enterprises. Especially in recent years, China’s public air transport 
market has always been active in mergers and acquisitions. In addition to the 
Anti-Monopoly Law and relevant department rules of the Ministry of Commerce of 
China, the laws and regulations governing the concentration of undertakings on the public 
air transport market also include administrative regulations and codes in the civil aviation 
industry, such as the Provisions on Domestic Investment in Civil Aviation (for Trial 
Implementation), implemented from July 15, 2005, and the Provisions on Foreign 
Investment in Civil Aviation, implemented from August 1, 2002. According to the laws 
and regulations mentioned above, the anti-monopoly examination on concentration of 
undertakings on China’s public air transport market mainly consists of the following 
aspects: 
                                                        

15 See United States v. AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING CO., Alaska Airlines, Inc. American Airlines, 
Inc., Continental Airlines, Inc., Delta Airlines, Inc., Northwest Airlines, Inc., Trans World Airlines, Inc., 
United Air Lines, Inc., and USAir, Inc., No. 92-2854(SSH), 1994 WL 502091, D.D.C., 1994, Aug. 10, 1994. 
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A. Market Shares and Control over the Market 

The market shares and control over market of public air transport enterprises are 
subject to many factors, including the air route network of airlines, flight schedules, 
number of airplanes, volume of passengers, weights of cargoes, etc. Based on these 
indicators, top three stated-owned airlines, namely, Air China, Eastern Airlines, and 
Southern Airlines, share over 70% of the domestic air routes market, resulting in an 
oligopoly market of three major players on the domestic air transport market. These three 
airlines compete intensively over highly homogeneous air transport service products, and 
they are more active for major domestic air routes, penetrating and moving toward the 
bases of other competitors. 

With respect to the vertical concentration of undertakings on the public air transport 
market, Articles 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, and 20 of the Provisions on Domestic Investment in 
Civil Aviation (for Trial Implementation), implemented from August 15, 2005, provide a 
series of provisions. For example, domestic civil airports, aviation fuel enterprises, 
computer reservation system service enterprises, and affiliates thereof are not allowed to 
invest in public air transport enterprises; the investment of one public air transport 
enterprise (including its affiliates) shall not exceed 25% in a large or medium civil airport 
and in a public terminal building; the directors and managers of public air transport 
enterprises shall not hold concurrent senior management posts in civil airports, and the 
directors and managers of civil airports shall not hold concurrent senior management 
posts in public air transport enterprises. These provisions are intended to promote fair 
competition and avoid monopoly and region locking, particularly to avoid vertical 
integration of public air transport enterprises with airports, aviation fuel enterprises, and 
computer reservation system service enterprises which may squeeze out other 
competitors. 

At present, there is no special legislation concerning horizontal concentration of 
undertakings on the public air transport market in China. Generally, the impacts of 
horizontal concentration of undertakings on competition may be examined in terms of 
unilateral effects and synergistic effects. Unilateral effects generally refer to that operators 
may obtain or enhance their control over the market by reducing or eliminating 
competition restraints on the relevant markets through concentration, so that they are 
more likely to take unilateral measures to eliminate or limit competition. Synergistic 
effects generally refer to that operators change the competition structure of the relevant 
markets through concentration, so that the operators on the relevant markets can more 
easily coordinate their acts to take joint measures to eliminate or restrict competition. 

With regard to the unilateral effects, oligopoly enterprises may further improve their 
control over the market and harm the effective competition on the relevant markets 
through concentration, including: (1) oligopoly enterprises “work with each other” to 
further reduce major competitors on the relevant markets; and (2) one oligopoly 
enterprise significantly improves its control over the market by acquiring a non-oligopoly 
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enterprise, which increases the possibility of abuse of dominant market position and 
eliminating other competitors. It is commonly known that before Eastern Airlines 
acquired Shanghai Airlines, China National Aviation Corporation (Group) Limited, the 
parent company of Air China, attempted to acquire Eastern Airlines. If such an acquisition 
had been successful, a “super carrier” in scale would be established in China’s public air 
transport market. This undoubtedly would increase the possibility of unilateral effects on 
the effective competition of the relevant markets. Therefore, the concentration between 
oligopoly enterprises shall be avoided as much as possible, so as to maintain the effective 
competition on the civil air transport market of China. 

For the synergistic effects, because of the intense competition in oligopoly markets, 
operators are likely to conduct conspiracy and concerted conducts to reduce competition 
pressures. If the concentration of undertakings would result in more efficient competitors 
on the relevant markets, it would be helpful to restrain and reduce synergistic effects. In 
the public air transport market of China, concentration of airlines with small market 
shares would result in efficient competitors. However, this issue must be considered in 
light of the circumstances of entry to the relevant markets. 

B. Entry to the Market 

The barriers for entering the public air transport market of China mainly include the 
following: 

1. Cost Barriers. — The air transport industry is a high-risk, capital-intensive and 
highly technical industry. It is subject to a large ratio of fixed costs and high sunk costs, 
requiring high investments at the earlier stage. Despite this, the costs can be recovered 
only after a long period of time. According to the Provisions on the Business Licensing 
for Public Air Transport Enterprises issued by the CAAC on December 16, 2004, a new 
public air transport enterprise may be established only if it has at least 3 purchased or 
leased civil aircrafts qualified, satisfying the requirements of the State Council on 
registered capitals. According to the Notice on Further Enhancing the Administration of 
Business Licensing for Public Air Transport Enterprises issued by the CAAC in 2010, an 
airline shall have a fleet of over 50 aircrafts and have 10 years’ operating experience for 
establishing a subsidiary, and shall have a fleet of over 20 aircrafts for establishing a 
branch company. Besides the registered capitals and initial investments, public air 
transport enterprises also have very high operating costs in aviation fuel, materials and 
maintenance. Especially on the background that the international prices of refined oil 
keep increasing, the fuel costs become the first operating cost of domestic airline with an 
increasing ratio in their total operating costs. 

2. Resource Barriers. — The resource barriers of public air transport are mainly 
manifested in airspace resources and human resources. Airlines must have corresponding 
air routes and scheduled flights for carrying out transportation, while the air route 
network and scheduled flights are limited by their airspace scope. 80% airspace in China 
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is served for military purposes, only about 20% is available for civil use. However, in 
terms of the flight volume and aviation traffic, public air transport actually greatly 
exceeds military aviation. As a result, air routes and scheduled flights become extremely 
scarce resource, a significant bottleneck for operators desiring to enter the relevant 
markets. On August 19, 2010, the State Council and the Central Military Commission of 
the People’s Republic of China issued the Opinions on Deepening the Reform of 
Low-Altitude Airspace Administration of China (hereinafter “the Opinions”), indicating a 
start of the reform of the strict airspace administration system that has been in place over 
a long period of time in China. However, the Opinions cover only the low-altitude 
airspace and the general aviation industry, therefore no great impact on public air 
transport at present. 

Pilots are the core human resources of the air transport industry. With the 
development of China’s air transport, the air transport industry has to face a growing 
shortage of pilots. At the present time, a total of no more than 1,000 pilots get trained 
every year in China, and it normally takes 3 to 4 years before they become first officers, 
and another 5 to 6 years before they can serve as captains. Pilot training takes a long 
period of time and entails high costs, and a pilot may be qualified only after actual flying 
with flights of an airline. Pilots and airlines usually sign long-term labor contracts, 
resulting in low talent flow on the pilot labor market. On the background of the constant 
expansion of the civil aviation market and the increasing number of airplanes every year, 
especially after 2004 when private airlines entered the market, it becomes more common 
to attract pilots with high salaries, which poses a huge challenge to the team stability of 
pilots among airlines. On May 25, 2005, five ministries and commissions, including the 
CAAC, the Ministry of Personnel, and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, jointly 
issued the Opinions on Regulating the Administration of Pilot Flow and Ensuring the 
Stability of Pilot Teams for Civil Aviation, requiring that public air transport enterprises 
must negotiate with pilots and their employers when recruiting in-service pilots from 
other public air transport enterprises, and shall make payment to the original employers 
with reference to the standard of RMB 700,000 to 2,100,000, and pilots who have not 
been terminated or canceled their contracts with original employers shall not establish 
new labor relationship and conclude new labor contracts. The Opinions on Regulating the 
Administration of Pilot Flow and Ensuring the Stability of Pilot Teams for Civil Aviation 
are intended to regulate the flow of civil aviation pilots and ensure the stability of human 
resources for airlines. However, more limits are inevitably imposed on the flow of pilots. 
On April 1, 2008, the Administrative Measures on Pilot Flow in CAAC East China 
Region became effective, which provides three conditions for pilot flow: consent of the 
employer, agreement between the original and proposed employers, and no labor 
arbitration or civil action filed. Moreover, the employers are required to control the 
annual ratio of pilot outflows to be within 1%. The conflict between the rapid 
development of the public air transport and the shortage of pilots is becoming more 
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prominent in China, resulting in a huge barrier for operators to enter the public air 
transport market. 

3. Policy Barriers. — A strict licensing system is implemented in China on matters 
of establishment, combination, merger, reorganization, capital increases, and modification 
of equities concerning public air transport enterprises, which are subject to the approval 
of the CAAC or regional administrations. Because of the high-risk and capital-intensive 
nature of the air transport industry, the related approval mainly focuses on security 
qualifications and capital capacity. 

According to the Provisions on Foreign Investment in Civil Aviation implemented 
from August 1, 2002, and the Provisions on Domestic Investment in Civil Aviation (for 
Trial Implementation) implemented from August 1, 2005, China encourages foreign and 
domestic non-state investors to invest in public air transport enterprises, but sets certain 
limits to specific enterprises and the shareholding ratio. For example, according to the 
Provisions on Foreign Investment in Civil Aviation, China encourages foreign investors 
to invest in existing public air transport enterprises by means of equity joint ventures, 
contractual joint ventures, and purchase of shares, provided that the Chinese partner shall 
hold the majority of the shares, and the investment of one foreign investor (including its 
affiliates) shall not exceed 25%. According to the Provisions on Domestic Investment in 
Civil Aviation (for Trial Implementation), the top 3 biggest public air transport enterprises, 
namely, Air China, Eastern Airlines, and Southern Airlines, must be state-owned or 
state-held enterprises. 

Despite the fact that after the Provisions on Domestic Investment in Civil Aviation 
(for Trial Implementation) was issued in 2005, the public air transport enterprises of 
China are open to non-state investors and many private airlines have been established, 
given the insufficient supply of airspace and pilot resources, private airlines cannot obtain 
necessary resources of air routes, scheduled flights, and talents. In addition to the 
disadvantages in capital and brand, the lack of service products and operating models, 
most private airlines relatively are not in sound operating conditions. Based on the 
homogeneous service products in public air transport, the competition in the industry is 
mostly in the form of “price wars,” and under the impact of such factors as the fuel price 
increases and the international financial crisis, the public air transport industry of China 
commonly suffered losses from 2006 to 2009. In order to address the conflict between the 
rapid industry expansion and the shortage of resources, and to avoid aviation security 
risks arising from mismanagement of enterprises in the development process, CAAC 
issued the Notice of CAAC on Controlling the Total Volume of Flights, Air Transport 
Market Access, and Transport Capacity Improvement in July 2007, stating that CAAC 
would suspend accepting applications for establishing new airlines before 2010, and 
would perform strict examination on accepted applications to ensure that no more than 3 
airlines were approved for establishment each year, so as to slow down the number and 
the speed for market operators entering the public air transport market. 
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In summary, costs, resources, and policies are the main barriers for entering the public 
air transport market of China, business operators face high threshold of the market entry. 
Therefore, concentration of undertakings is more likely to result in unilateral effects and 
synergistic effects. 

C. Considerations of National Security and International Competitiveness 

Given the special characteristics and significance of the public air transport industry 
in the national social and economic activities, national security and international 
competitiveness are always important considerations in the anti-monopoly control over 
the concentration of undertakings in this industry. 

The public air transport industry of China has played an important role in national 
security and economic stability, especially in recent years. For example, top 3 airlines 
arranged much transport capacities in many domestic and international events to ensure 
smooth implementation of emergency response and evacuation of nationals, such as in the 
Wenchuan earthquake, 16  and evacuation from Libya, 17  etc. Considering the social 
functions and the special safeguarding role of state-owned airlines in national security, it 
is always emphasized in the overall development strategy of the state that the public air 
transport industry shall be dominated by state-owned enterprises, supported by other 
investors with certain limits set to the ratio of foreign investments. In the anti-monopoly 
control over the concentration of undertakings of public air transport market, this point 
should always be taken into consideration. 

In terms of international competitiveness, Chinese public air transport enterprises 
have been in a disadvantageous position for long, especially in the international air 
transport. According to the experiences of developed countries, the economy of scale is 
indispensable in the improvement of competitiveness of airlines. In the last ten years, on 
the background of the significant increase in aviation fuel prices and the financial crisis, 
airlines on major global aviation markets frequently make mergers and acquisitions. 
Because of the special role and functions of the aviation industry in the society and 
economy, in anti-monopoly investigations on concentration of undertakings, 
anti-monopoly authorities of all countries and regions always consider the relevant 
industry policies and the international competitiveness of their domestic enterprises. For 
example, Boeing acquired McDonnell Douglas in 1996 in the US, the two were aerospace 
manufacturing companies respectively ranking the first and the third in the global market. 
Based on the key indicators of anti-monopoly investigations on concentration of 
undertakings, such as market shares, concentration of market, market entry, etc., the 
                                                        

16 See 汶川地震中, 通用航空的飞机都干了什么?  (What Did the Planes of the Civil Aviation Do during the 
Wenchuan Earthquake?), available at http://news.carnoc.com/list/249/249613.html (last visited Oct. 6, 2016). 

17 See 民航撤侨不完全记录: 祖国需要, 我们就上! (The Incomplete Record of Civil Aviation Evacuation: 
We Come Whenever Our Motherland Needs!), available at http://news.carnoc.com/list/310/ 310916.html (last 
visited Oct. 6, 2016). 
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acquisition of McDonnell Douglas by Boeing has great impact on the effective 
competition of relevant markets. However, considering the international competitiveness 
of aerospace manufacturing of the US, especially the competition between Boeing and 
Airbus of Europe, the government of the US finally approved this acquisition. 

China is in the process of an ongoing industrialization, and its market economy is still 
somewhat immature. For the public air transport industry in the critical juncture of reform 
and development, anti-monopoly authorities of China should balance anti-monopoly 
policies with industry policies in light of the special social development stage and the 
realities of China, giving full consideration to the scale requirements of this industry. 
However, the improvement of competitiveness not only calls for the economy of scale, 
but also requires the enterprises to improve their own competitive strength, and China’s 
public air transport enterprises have to become “stronger” in addition to becoming 
“larger.” Enterprises can “sharpen” their real competitiveness only in a market 
environment of fair competition. In this regard, anti-monopoly authorities of China 
should still focus primarily on ensuring effective competition of the markets, since “Super 
Carriers” in terms of efficiency and quality may be established only under the market 
environment of effective competition. 

CONCLUSION 

In China, the public air transport industry has experienced drastic changes in the past 
30 years, and the anti-monopoly authorities inevitably encounter the complexities of 
controlling monopoly agreements and concentration of undertakings of this industry, for 
its special characteristics and significant role in social and economic lives of the country. 
To maintain and protect effective competition of the market, it is crucial to get the 
comprehensive and profound understanding of the industry and on this basis to improve 
the relevant regulations of the anticompetitive conducts. 

In order to effectively control the monopoly agreements in Chinese public air market, 
rules on factors for evaluating monopoly agreements should be consistent between the 
NDRC and SAIC, the two anti-monopoly authorities with administrative power of control 
over monopoly agreements. In this way monopoly agreements of prices and other aspects 
can be examined under the same criteria. For the monopoly agreements in domestic 
public air transport market, the formation mechanism of Chinese public air rates should 
be taken into consideration first, and the analysis of the intention communication among 
airlines are always crucial to prove the existence of the conspiracy. Learning from the 
experiences of developed economic countries’ competitive enforcement, to avoid the 
coordination between airlines and TravelSky in China, the focus should be the elimination 
of the possibility of TravelSky becoming the platform for the conspiracy among airlines. 

In accordance with the market shares and market competitive positions of 
undertakings, Chinese public air transport market presents the characteristics of an 
oligopoly market, with high thresholds of market entry in its costs, resources and relevant 
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rules and policies, consequently leading to unilateral effects in the relevant markets. With 
such a background, the concentration of undertakings in this industry should be classified 
into the type of small operators’ concentration and the type of big companies’ 
concentration, the former should be encouraged and the latter should be avoided. The 
national security and international competitiveness should always be the necessary factor 
considered for different jurisdictions in the competitive controls over the concentrations 
of public air transport market, which means that the anti-monopoly authority must 
properly balance anti-monopoly and industry polices. However, although public air 
transport industry policies call for “Super Carriers” through concentrations of airlines, 
real international competitive power is created from the sound competition environment 
of the relevant markets. Therefore the primary goal of the anti-monopoly regulations 
concerned is to protect and maintain the effective competition of the public air transport 
market in China. 
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